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Abstract
Chickpea is one of the world's largest cultivated food legumes and is an excellent
source of high‐quality protein to the human diet. Plant growth and development are
controlled by programmed expression of a suite of genes at the given time, stage,
and tissue. Understanding how the underlying genome sequence translates into specific plant phenotypes at key developmental stages, information on gene expression
patterns is crucial. Here, we present a comprehensive Cicer arietinum Gene Expression
Atlas (CaGEA) across different plant developmental stages and organs covering the
entire life cycle of chickpea. One of the widely used drought tolerant cultivars, ICC
4958 has been used to generate RNA‐Seq data from 27 samples at 5 major developmental stages of the plant. A total of 816 million raw reads were generated and of
these, 794 million filtered reads after quality control (QC) were subjected to downstream analysis. A total of 15,947 unique number of differentially expressed genes
across different pairwise tissue combinations were identified. Significant differences
in gene expression patterns contributing in the process of flowering, nodulation,
and seed and root development were inferred in this study. Furthermore, differentially expressed candidate genes from “QTL‐hotspot” region associated with drought
stress response in chickpea were validated.
KEY W ORDS

differentially expressed genes, drought tolerance, floral development, gene atlas, nodulation, RNA‐
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

to human health, legumes also improve soil health by fixing atmospheric nitrogen. Chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) is the second most

Legumes are second to cereals in agricultural production accounting

important food legume crop, cultivated in arid and semi‐arid regions

for approximately 27% of the world's primary production (Graham &

of the world. It is a rich source of protein (20–30%), carbohydrates

Vance, 2003). Grain legumes alone contribute to about one third of

(40%), and minerals serving as an important source of nutrients in veg-

the human dietary protein. In addition to their important contribution

etarian diets of developing countries (Jukanti, Gaur, Gowda, &
Chibbar, 2012). It is a self‐pollinated and diploid crop (2n = 2× = 16)
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with a genome size of 740 Mbps (Arumuganathan & Earle, 1991).
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During last five decades, the area under chickpea cultivation and the
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the most drought tolerant and widely used cultivar in chickpea

productivity continue to remain the same in spite of its important role

breeding programme. The atlas data generated utilizing RNA‐Seq

in human health. Chickpea production is far below the present

technology were analysed to disclose expression profiles of all

demand and has not achieved its potential yield owing to major con-

expressed genes in different tissues/stages of chickpea. Differential

straints such as several abiotic (drought, heat, salinity, etc.) and biotic

gene expressions that are accompanied by changes in the expression

(ascochyta blight, fusarium wilt, etc.) stresses. Seed morphology in

of key regulatory genes such as transcription factors were examined.

chickpea is of two types: kabuli (bold pale brown) and desi (with small

The gene expression atlas of chickpea would not only provide a global

dark brown) seeds. Recently reported draft genome assemblies of

view of gene expression patterns in all major tissues and organ sys-

both the chickpea types, kabuli (CDC Frontier; Varshney et al., 2013)

tems but also will serve as valuable resource for functional genomics

and desi (ICC 4958; Jain et al., 2013) provide a powerful resource for

and accelerate gene discovery in legumes.

chickpea functional genomics research. Furthermore, genomic and
transcriptomic resources were also rapidly developed in chickpea
(Agarwal et al., 2016; Hiremath et al., 2011; Kudapa et al., 2014;

2
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Nayak et al., 2010; Thudi et al., 2011; Varshney et al., 2009). These
resources have been widely used in chickpea research to investigate

2.1

tolerance/resistance to abiotic (Kale et al., 2015; Pushpavalli et al.,

Drought tolerant chickpea breeding cultivar “ICC 4958” was used in

2015; Thudi et al., 2014; Varshney et al., 2014) and biotic

the present study. Plant tissue samples were collected at five major

(Sabbavarapu et al., 2013) stresses. As part of the effort to better

developmental stages of the plant, namely, germination and seedling,

understand legume biology, several transcriptomic studies have been

vegetative, reproductive, and senescence. These samples were

carried out on different tissues under a variety of experimental/stress

grouped into four sets for further analysis based on their develop-

conditions in chickpea and identified hundreds of differentially

mental stages. Tissues from germination (three tissues) and seedling

expressed genes (Garg, Patel, Tyagi, & Jain, 2011; Hiremath et al.,

(two tissues) stages were grouped under Set I (total of five tissues);

2011; Kaashyap et al., 2018; Kudapa et al., 2014; Varshney et al., 2009).

vegetative to Set II (four tissues); reproductive to Set III (nine tissues);

Understanding of gene expression has changed dramatically with

and senescence to Set IV (nine tissues; Figure 1). For germination

the evolution of new technologies. High‐throughput technologies

stage, the surface sterilized seeds were soaked in distilled water for

such as microarrays and next‐generation sequencing have been com-

6 hr and were allowed to germinate in petriplates using Whatman

prehensively applied to generate large amounts of genome‐wide gene

No. 1 filter paper soaked with 10 ml of distilled water for 24 to

expression data and understand key genetic bottlenecks that limit

48 hr. Three petriplates with 10 seeds per replicate were used for

chickpea yield under different stress conditions (Garg et al., 2016;

each sampling. For seedling stage, the seeds were sown in paper cups

Hiremath et al., 2011; Kudapa et al., 2014; Varshney et al., 2009).

and allowed to grow for 8–10 days after germination (DAG) under

However, no single study has yet brought together genome‐wide data

glasshouse conditions. Seeds were sown in pots and maintained in

|

Plant growth and sample collection

on gene expression profiles for all major plant organs at different

glasshouse for vegetative (25–30 DAG), reproductive (40–50 DAG),

developmental stages of chickpea, leaving a large gap between the

and senescence (90–110 DAG) stages. Three biological replicates

genome sequence and phenotype. To understand how the underlying

were maintained at each stage for sample/tissue collection. Biological

genome sequence results in specific plant phenotypes, information on

replicates were constituted by at least three plants sown at different

gene expression patterns is crucial. Gene expression atlases could

intervals and located randomly in the glasshouse. A total of 27

predict cluster of genes expressed in each tissue at different plant

samples (Table 1) from all stages (Set I–IV) were targeted for collec-

developmental stages. Technologies such as Affymetrix GeneChip

tion in three biological replications planted on separate days. After

(Benedito et al., 2008) and RNA‐Seq (O'Rourke et al., 2014; Severin

harvest, tissues were washed thoroughly with 0.1% DEPC water, flash

et al., 2010) have been employed in investigating gene expression

frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C for RNA extraction.

atlas in several crop species. In legumes, gene expression atlas has
been developed for model legumes, Medicago (Benedito et al., 2008)
and Lotus (Verdier et al., 2013), and recently in crop legumes where

2.2
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RNA extraction and cDNA library construction

genome sequence is available, for example, in soybean (Libault et al.,

The total RNA was extracted from the harvested tissues using

2010; Severin et al., 2010), common bean (O'Rourke et al., 2014),

Nucleospin RNA plant kit (Macherey‐Nagel, Duren, Germany) as per

pea (Alves‐Carvalho et al., 2015), cowpea (Yao et al., 2016), peanut

manufacturer's protocol (http://www.macherey‐nagel.com/). RNA

(Clevenger, Chu, Scheffler, & Ozias‐Akins, 2016), and pigeonpea

was purified using the RNeasy MinElute cleanup kit (Qiagen, www.

(Pazhamala et al., 2017). Expression profiling and systematic analysis

Qiagen.com) according to manufacturer's instructions. Purified RNA

of annotated patterns of gene expression will complement genomic

was quantified using a NanoDrop ND‐100 spectrophotometer

information and help predict a gene's function.

(Thermo Scientific), and its integrity was evaluated, using Agilent

In the present study, C. arietinum (chickpea) Gene Expression

2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). The assess-

Atlas (CaGEA) has been developed from 27 chickpea tissues across

ment of RNA integrity is a critical first step in obtaining meaningful

five developmental stages, namely, germination, seedling, vegetative,

gene expression data. Equal amounts of RNA samples from three

reproductive, and senescence, of a chickpea breeding cultivar, ICC

independent biological replicates (of each tissue) having RNA Integrity

4958. The genotype, ICC 4958, used in the present study is one of

Number (algorithm for assigning integrity values to RNA quality

KUDAPA
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FIGURE 1 Details of samples of ICC 4958 genotype used for gene expression atlas. These 27 samples represent tissues from five developmental
stages, that is, germination, seedling, vegetative, reproductive, and senescence stages of the entire life cycle of chickpea [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
measurement from Agilent Technologies) value ≥8 were pooled

>1 FPKM and quantification status as “OK” were considered for fur-

prior to library preparation and subsequent sequencing. The cDNA

ther analysis. Identification of tissue‐specific genes was performed

libraries were prepared using Illumina TruSeq RNA library protocol

on genes with FPKM ≥1 in at least one of 27 samples, by calculating

outlined in “TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Guide” (Part no.

tissue‐specificity index (τ; Yanai et al., 2005) using the equation:

15008136).
τ¼

2.3
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Illumina sequencing and data preprocessing

Paired‐end sequencing was performed in two sets: a set of 22 samples
(nos.1 to 22) were sequenced using Illumina HiSeq 2000 at Genotypic
Technology Pvt. Ltd., India, and a second set of 5 samples (nos. 23 to
27) were sequenced in‐house (Sequencing and Informatics Services
Unit, ICRISAT) using Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencing system. The
raw reads generated from all 27 samples were subjected to quality filtering using NGS‐QCBOX (Katta, Khan, Doddamani, Thudi, &
Varshney, 2015) and Trimmomatic v0.35 (Bolger, Lohse, & Usadel,
2014). The low quality reads (Phred score < 20; read length < 50

∑Ni¼1 ð1−xi Þ
;
N−1

where N is the number of samples and xi is the expression value of a
gene normalized by maximum value across all samples. The value of τ
range from 0 to 1, where higher the value more likely the gene is specifically expressed in that stage. For this study, genes with τ = 1 were
considered tissue‐specific.
For the analysis of the global gene expression patterns, hierarchical clustering was plotted using the “pheatmap” function by R
software. Genes with FPKM >1 were log2 + 1 transformed and
hierarchical clustering was performed. Samples were further clustered
based on their pair wise correlations.

bases) and reads with adapter contamination were removed to generate a set of high quality reads termed as clean data thereafter. The

2.5

complete downstream analysis was based on clean data.

Identification of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) was done using

|

Differential gene expression analysis

cuffdiff (Trapnell et al., 2010). The DEGs with log2 fold change ≥2

2.4
Global gene expression analysis, clustering, and
visualization
|

(induced) and/ or ≤ −2 (repressed) and an FPKM ≥2 for either of the
sample in each pair wise comparison were considered to be significantly differentially expressed. Log2 transformed FPKM values of

The RNA‐Seq data were analysed using Tuxedo pipeline (Trapnell

the DEGs were further subjected to K‐means clustering using Pearson

et al., 2012), an open source pipeline. The filtered reads from all sam-

correlation with an optimal number of clusters set at 20 in “pheatmap”

ples were aligned on the chickpea genome (Varshney et al., 2013)

of R software.

using Tophat v2.1.0 (Kim et al., 2013) with default parameters. The
resulting alignment reads from each sample were then used to create
a RABT (Reference Annotation Based Transcript) assembly using
Cufflinks (v 2.1.1) (Trapnell et al., 2010). The assemblies generated

2.6 | Gene annotations, (gene ontology) GO term,
and pathway analysis

were then merged into one consensus assembly using cuffmerge

The identified DEGs were subjected to Blastx similarity (E‐value cut‐

which was further used to quantify transcript abundance. Transcript

off of ≤10–5) search against National Center for Biotechnology Infor-

abundance was estimated based on fragments per kilobase of tran-

mation nonredundant Viridiplantae protein database. The Blast hits

script per million mapped reads (FPKM). Transcripts with abundance

were assigned GO terms using Blast2GO v4.1.9 (Conesa et al.,

4
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Details of tissues and RNA‐Seq data used for developing gene expression atlas
Tissue
description

Stage

Growth stage
at collection

24‐ to 48‐hr imbibition

Raw reads
sequenced

Sample ID

Filtered reads
used for analysis

Reads
Mapped

%
Alignment

Set I
1

Embryo

Germination

2

Plumule

Germination

3

Radicle

Germination

4

Epicotyl

Seedling

5

Primary root

Seedling

6

Leaf

Vegetative

7

Stem

Vegetative

8

Petiole

Vegetative

9

Root

Vegetative

10

Leaf

Reproductive

Rep_Leaf

34,626,638

33,752,054

32,591,449

96.56

11

Stem

Reproductive

Rep_Stem

22,110,224

21,368,210

20,589,008

96.35

12

Petiole

Reproductive

Rep_Petiole

26,531,476

25,767,598

24,792,122

96.21

13

Root

Reproductive

Rep_Root

24,720,764

23,951,266

22,847,670

95.39

14

Nodules

Reproductive

Rep_Nodules

26,475,678

25,762,234

24,220,068

94.01

15

Buds

Reproductive

Rep_Buds

30,701,604

29,858,842

28,695,237

96.10

16

Flowers

Reproductive

Rep_Flowers

31,754,896

30,755,814

29,560,588

96.11

17

Immature seeds

Reproductive

Rep_Immature seeds

24,884,960

24,192,014

23,247,012

96.09

18

Pods

Reproductive

Rep_Pods

28,958,052

28,134,276

27,038,033

96.10

19

Leaf‐yellow

Senescence

Sen_Leaf‐yellow

21,945,950

21,938,342

20,048,693

91.39

20

Leaf

Senescence

Sen_Leaf

24,375,228

24,367,808

22,356,467

91.75

21

Stem

Senescence

Sen_Stem

23,815,080

22,950,286

21,744,073

94.74

22

Petiole

Senescence

Sen_Petiole

30,434,110

29,315,484

27,773,940

94.74

23

Root

Senescence

Sen_Root

24,118,890

23,378,432

21,620,005

92.48

24

Nodules

Senescence

Sen_Nodules

39,879,110

38,492,206

35,609,494

92.51

25

Immature seeds

Senescence

Sen_Immature seeds

25,719,118

25,710,836

23,450,795

91.21

26

Mature seeds

Senescence

Sen_Mature seeds

21,495,952

21,487,056

19,054,567

88.68

27

Seed coat

Senescence

Sen_Seed coat

19,450,052

19,445,612

17,560,721

90.31

816,668,660

794,398,484

754,702,554

95.00

8–10 DAG

Ger_Embryo

27,659,444

26,718,608

25,813,674

96.61

Ger_Plumule

24,231,898

23,224,694

22,434,357

96.60

Ger_Radicle

29,822,124

28,741,462

27,702,776

96.39

Sed_Epicotyl

29,184,088

27,735,808

26,812,656

96.67

Sed_Primary root

68,993,868

66,759,574

64,257,507

96.25

Veg_Leaf

38,638,886

37,415,410

36,099,919

96.48

Veg_Stem

40,801,302

39,782,106

38,302,532

96.28

Veg_Petiole

36,678,298

35,682,994

34,415,449

96.45

Veg_Root

38,660,970

37,709,458

36,063,742

95.64

Set II
25–30 DAG

Set III
40–50 DAG

Set IV
90–110 DAG

Total
Note. DAG = days after germination.

2005), and their enrichment was carried out using “goseq” package

50 DAG), and senescence (90–110 DAG) stages under drought

from R software (Young, Wakefield, Smyth, & Oshlack, 2010). The

stress were collected along with the respective controls. RNA was

GO terms exhibiting a p value of ≤.05 were considered to be signifi-

isolated from the collected stress and control tissues and checked

cantly enriched. Further transcription factor (TFs) encoding genes

for the quality as described above in RNA extraction. First strand

were identified from DEGs using Plant TFDB (Jin, Zhang, Kong, Gao,

cDNA was synthesized from total RNA (2.5 μg) using a cDNA syn-

& Luo, 2014) with an E‐value cut‐off of 1E − 10. Pathway analysis

thesis

was further carried out using KEGG database.

manufacturer's instructions.

kit

(Superscript®

III,

Invitrogen,

CA,

USA)

following

Real‐time polymerase chain reaction (RT‐PCR) was performed

2.7 | Quantitative real‐time polymerase chain
reaction

using Applied Biosystems 7500 Real‐Time PCR System with the SYBR
green chemistry (Applied Biosystems, USA) according to the
manufacturer's instructions. Gene‐specific primers for RT‐PCR were

Slow drought was imposed on ICC 4958 under greenhouse condi-

designed using primer 3 software (Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000). PCR

tions as described by Ray and Sinclair (1998). Seeds were sown in

was carried out as described by Mir et al. (2014). The data from

pots, and 10 days old seedlings were subjected to slow drought

different PCR runs or cDNA samples were compared by using the

stress through a dry down experiment. Three biological replicates

mean of the Ct values of the three biological replicates that were

of control and stress plants were maintained at each stage for

normalized to the mean Ct values of the endogenous gene. The rela-

sample/tissue collection. Pots were allowed to dry through transpira-

tive expression ratios were determined using the 2−ΔΔCt method and

tional water loss until the transpiration ratio reached 0.1 at each

Student's t test was used to calculate significance (Livak & Schmittgen,

stage. Root samples at vegetative (25–30 DAG), reproductive (40–

2001). Relative transcription levels are presented graphically.
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Global gene expression patterns

3.1 | Development of C. arietinum gene expression
atlas

The normalized expression level (FPKM) of each gene was estimated

To document genome‐wide expression profiles in chickpea, a CaGEA

one of the 27 tissues analysed were designated as expressed. Based

was generated from RNA‐Seq data obtained from Illumina sequenc-

on this criteria, 25,784 (78.4%) genes out of 32,873 were identified

ing. Twenty‐seven samples representing plant organs/tissues from

to be transcriptionally active in the present dataset. These results

five major developmental stages (germination, seedling, vegetative,

indicate substantial and comprehensive representation of the

reproductive, and senescence) covering the entire life cycle of chick-

transcriptome. Transcriptional activity was highly variable and diverse

pea were collected from ICC 4958, a drought tolerant and widely

across tissues, with the buds (Rep_Buds) expressing the largest

used chickpea cultivar. As mentioned above, tissue samples were

number of genes (19,652; 70% of all genes), and the senescence

grouped into four sets based on their developmental stages for fur-

mature seeds (Sen_Mature seeds) tissue expressing the smallest

ther analysis. Tissues from germination and seedling stages were

number of genes (15,701; 56%).

in all the 27 samples analysed. To exclude genes with low confidence
expression values, only those genes with an FPKM value ≥1 in at least

grouped under Set I; vegetative to Set II; reproductive to Set III,

The biological identity of tissues studied was well reflected in

and senescence to Set IV (Table 1; Figure 1). Germinal tissues were

their respective transcriptome as revealed by hierarchical clustering

represented by embryo, plumule, and radicle, whereas the seedling

of Pearson's correlations in all 27 tissues (Figure 2). Most of the

stage tissues were represented by epicotyl and primary root. Vegeta-

tissues clustered together based on morphological, physiological, and

tive stage comprises leaf, stem, petiole, and root tissues. Majority of

developmental attributes providing an interesting glimpse into the cell

tissues (nine tissues) were collected from reproductive and senes-

differentiation and plant tissues studied. For example, floral

cence stages. The reproductive stage tissues comprise leaf, stem, pet-

(Rep_Buds, Rep_Flowers) and seed (Rep_Immature seeds, Rep_Pods,

iole, root, nodules, buds, flowers, immature seeds, and pods.

Sen_Immature seeds, and Sen_Seed coat,) tissues clustered together.

Senescing organs/tissues representing the developmental ageing of

Similarly, leaf and stem tissues (Sed_Epicotyl, Veg_Leaf, Veg_Stem,

chickpea included leaf‐yellow, leaf, stem, petiole, root, nodules, imma-

Veg_Petiole, Rep_Leaf, Rep_Stem, Rep_Petiole, Sen_Leaf‐yellow,

ture seeds, mature seeds, and pod wall. For convenience, the devel-

Sen_Leaf, Sen_Stem, and Sen_Petiole) clustered together. All root

opmental stage (Ger/Sed/Veg/Rep/Sen) together with the tissue

tissues (Sed_Primary root, Veg_Root, Rep_Root, and Sen_Root) from

name (Radicle/Stem/Leaf/Root) has been used as sample ID in all

different developmental stages clustered together. The nodule tissues

the analysis (for example, Ger_Embryo refers to Germination stage

(Rep_Nodules and Sen_Nodules) clustered together. All three germina-

Embryo tissue). A total of 817 million (M) raw reads were generated

tion stage tissues (Ger_Embryo, Ger_Plumule, and Ger_Radicle) clustered

and subjected to QC filtering resulting in 794 M (97%) filtered reads

together. Interestingly, Sen_Mature seeds showed unique clustering

(Table 1). These 794 M filtered reads were used for further analysis.

pattern and did not cluster together with any of the tissues studied.

Sequencing reads generated from each sample varied from 19 to

Further, based on the expression levels, the genes were cate-

66 M filtered reads. Mapping of the 794 M filtered reads to the

gorized into low/moderately expressed (FPKM ≥1 and < 10) and

chickpea genome (Varshney et al., 2013) resulted in the alignment

highly expressed (FPKM ≥10). Among 27 samples, Sen_Immature

of 755 M reads (95% alignment) ranging from 88.68% in Sen_Mature

seeds

seeds to 96.67% in Sed_Epicotyl. All sequencing data generated have

Sen_Nodules showed a maximum number of highly expressed

been deposited in National Center for Biotechnology Information

genes (FPKM ≥10). Although a maximum number of low/moder-

Sequence

ately expressed genes (FPKM >1 and < 10) were observed in

Read

Archive

database

with

the

BioProject

ID

PRJNA413872.

followed

by

Sen_Pod

wall,

Sen_Mature

seeds,

and

Rep_Buds followed by Rep_Root, Sen_Root, Rep_Flower, and so
forth. Distribution of genes in 27 samples under these categories

3.2

|

Reference guided assembly

based on low/moderate and high expression levels has been provided in Table 2. Of the 25,784 genes (FPKM ≥1), 12,085 genes

The mapped reads (755 M) from all the 27 tissue samples

were expressed in all 27 samples studied. Analysis of 12,085 genes

(representing five developmental stages) were used to generate refer-

resulted in identification of 208 stably expressed genes in all the

ence guided assembly, global gene expression profiles, and differential

samples with coefficient of variation (CV = standard deviation/

gene expression profiles. A reference‐guided assembly of the whole

mean) ≤ 5% (Supporting Information Table 1). The set of 208

dataset was generated using Cufflinks–Cuffmerge pipeline. This

stably expressed genes represent a useful resource for identifica-

assembly generated 105,609 transcripts representing 32,873 gene

tion of reference/housekeeping genes, which are necessary to

loci. This gene loci number is considerably higher than the number

normalize expression counts across tissues and developmental

of genes reported (28,269) in the chickpea genome assembly by

stages or due to environmental instabilities. A GO enrichment

Varshney et al. (2013). The comparison of the reference‐guided

analysis was performed on these constitutively expressed genes

assembly with the chickpea genome led to the identification of

which indicated an over‐representation of the following GO terms:

4,604 (14%) novel genes that are not annotated in the genome. The

RNA binding (GO: 0003723), nucleobase‐containing compound

results from reference‐guided assembly indicate the potential of

metabolic process (GO: 0006139), cellular component organization

RNA‐Seq in identification of novel genes.

(GO:

0016043),

transport

(GO:

0006810),

cellular

protein
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FIGURE 2 Global gene expression patterns among different chickpea tissues. Heatmap of hierarchical clustering of Pearson's correlations (R) for
all 27 tissues included in the gene expression atlas. Genes with a normalized expression level FPKM > 1 in at least one of the 27 tissues analysed
were log2, +1 transformed before analysis and were designated as expressed. The colour scale indicates the degree of correlation. Samples were
clustered based on their pairwise correlations [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
modification process (GO: 0006464), and translation initiation fac-

total of 15,947 unique genes were identified to be significantly differ-

tor activity (GO: 0008135). Similar GO terms have also been found

entially expressed with ≤ ‐2 and ≥ 2 fold change in any of the combi-

to be enriched in several other plant species adding support to the

nations studied (Supporting Information—Table S3). Overall, 14,619

list of constitutively expressed genes identified in this study. Fur-

and 14,743 genes were induced and repressed, respectively, across

thermore, of the 25,784 genes, 1,574 genes were tissue‐specific

all possible pairwise tissue combinations. In addition, out of the

showing τ = 1 (Supporting Information 2). A maximum number of

15,947 differentially expressed genes, 2,169 genes were identified

tissue‐specific genes were observed in Rep_Buds (280) followed

to be transcription factors. Additionally, DEGs between different com-

by Sen_Mature seeds (203), Rep_Flower (155), and Rep_Nodules

binations of similar/related tissues were identified and showed wide

(154). The lowest number of tissue‐specific genes was present in

range in the number of DEGs. For example, the highest number of

Ger_Plumule (7), Sen_Leaf‐yellow (7), Sen_Leaf (8), and so forth.

induced genes was observed in Sen_Immature seeds versus

These tissue‐specific genes represented significant information for

Sen_Mature seeds followed by Sen_mature seeds versus Sen_Seed

targeted gene expression and provided insights into the specialized

coat, Rep_Pods versus Sen_Mature seeds, Rep_Immature seeds versus

process occurring in these tissues. In order to identify the tissue‐

Sen_Mature seeds, and so forth. On the other side, the lowest number

specific biological processes, GO enrichment analysis on tissue‐spe-

of induced genes was observed in Sen_Immature seeds versus

cific genes was carried out. As expected, over‐representation of

Sen_Seed coat and Sen_Leaf‐yellow versus Sen_Leaf. In the case of

predictable specialized processes in different plant tissues such as

repressed genes, the highest number of genes was observed in

“pollination” and “multi cellular organism development” in Rep_Buds,

Sen_Mature seeds versus Sen_Seed coat, Sen_Immature seeds versus

“reproduction” and “cell wall” in Rep_Pods, “transport” and “kinase

Sen_Mature

activity” in Sen_Root, and “cell differentiation” in Veg_Root was

Rep_Immature seeds versus Sen_Mature seeds, and so forth. The low-

observed. The total genes expressed were grouped into three

est number of repressed genes was observed in Sen_Immature seeds

seeds,

Rep_Pods

versus

Sen_Mature

seeds,

categories based on expression in 27 samples. These include genes

versus Sen_Seed coat, Sen_Leaf‐yellow versus Sen_Leaf, and so forth.

with low/moderate, high, and tissue‐specific expression (Table 2).

The pairwise combinations showing the highest and lowest numbers
of induced genes also showed the highest and lowest numbers of

3.4

|

Differential gene expression

repressed genes (Figure 3). In addition, unique set of genes exhibiting

Pairwise analysis identified DEGs between any two combinations of

expression when compared with similar/related tissues across differ-

the tissues at the same or different developmental stage studied. A

ent developmental stages were identified. For example, Ger_Plumule

KUDAPA
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TABLE 2 Distribution of expressed genes in 27 tissues of different developmental stages under low/moderate, high and tissue specific
expression categories
Tissue

No. of expressed
genes

Genes with low/moderate expression
(FPKM ≥ 1 and ≤ 10)

Genes with high expression
(FPKM ≥ 10)

No. of genes showing tissue
specific expression

Ger_Embryo

17,810

17,762

48

Ger_Plumule

18,815

18,764

51

61
7

Ger_Radicle

18,586

18,530

56

25

Sed_Epicotyl

18,926

18,873

53

42

Sed_Primary root

18,409

18,352

57

26

Veg_Leaf

18,527

18,428

99

24

Veg_Stem

18,611

18,568

43

14

Veg_Petiole

18,456

18,395

61

21

Veg_Root

18,741

18,690

51

42

Rep_Leaf

19,074

18,957

117

30

Rep_Stem

18,159

18,107

52

21

Rep_Petiole

17,800

17,694

106

33

Rep_Root

19,443

19,396

47

29

Rep_Nodules

18,479

18,378

101

154

Rep_Buds

19,652

19,625

27

280

Rep_Flowers

19,209

19,130

79

155

Rep_Immature seeds

18,195

18,158

37

96

Rep_Pods

18,549

18,491

58

14

Sen_Leaf‐yellow

18,292

18,201

91

7

Sen_Leaf

18,204

18,113

91

8

Sen_stem

18,703

18,665

38

20

Sen_Petiole

18,831

18,788

43

12

Sen_Root

19,357

19,318

39

89

Sen_Nodules

18,556

18,436

120

121

Sen_Immature seeds

17,947

17,657

290

28

Sen_Mature seeds

15,701

15,512

189

203

Sen_Seed coat

17,890

17,614

276

12

FIGURE 3 Tissue by tissue comparison of differentially expressed genes. This figure shows the total number of genes with a significant increase
(upper triangular matrix) or decrease (lower triangular matrix) in gene expression between the row tissue (left) and the column tissue (top). For
example, there are 208 and 666 genes which were upregulated and downregulated, respectively, when Ger_Embryo and Ger_Plumule tissues were
compared. Therefore, each cell represents a different set of differentially expressed genes [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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tissue when compared with Sed_Epicotyl, Veg_Leaf, Veg_Petiole,

identified in the present study indicate that different tissues

Rep_Leaf, Rep_Petiole, Sen_Leaf‐yellow, Sen_Leaf, and Sen_Petiole

exhibit divergent gene expression patterns across the five plant

showed 2,813 and 1,785 unique genes induced and repressed, respec-

developmental stages.

tively. On the other hand, 182 and 32 common genes were induced
and repressed in these pairwise combinations involving Ger_Plumule.
Similarly,

Seed_Epicotyl

(vs.

Veg_Leaf,

Veg_Petiole,

Rep_Leaf,

3.5

|

GO terms

Rep_Petiole, Sen_Leaf‐yellow, Sen_Leaf, and Sen_Petiole) showed

Genes exhibiting tissue‐specific expression patterns are involved in a

2,505 and 2,931 unique genes induced and repressed, respectively,

variety of GO categories. To further validate and analyze CaGEA,

whereas 87 and 53 genes were commonly induced and repressed

GO analysis was performed. Functional annotations could be retrieved

across these combinations. Veg_Leaf (vs. Veg_Petiole, Rep_Leaf,

for 15,179 out of 15,947 DEGs. The 15,179 genes with annotations

Rep_Petiole, Sen_Leaf‐yellow, Sen_Leaf, and Sen_Petiole) showed

were functionally categorized based on GO descriptions. As a result,

1,267 and 1,368 unique genes and 10 and seven common genes,

these genes were assigned to three principal categories: biological

induced and repressed, respectively. Veg_Petiole (vs. Rep_Leaf,

process (15,755), molecular function (11,050), and cellular component

Rep_Petiole, Sen_Leaf‐yellow, Sen_Leaf, and Sen_Petiole) showed

(14,038). The highest number fell into the following subcategories:

878 and 16 unique genes and 16 and nine common genes,

metabolic process (5,149), followed by catalytic activity (4,908), bind-

induced and repressed, respectively. Rep_Leaf (vs. Rep_Petiole,

ing (4,648), cellular process (4,360), membrane (3,622), cell (3,551),

Sen_Leaf‐yellow, Sen_Leaf, and Sen_Petiole) showed 1,062 and

and cell part (3,477) subcategories (Figure 4). Genes related to growth

1,423 unique genes and 152 and 39 common genes, induced and

and development were also identified using GO classifications. A total

repressed, respectively. Rep_Petiole (vs. Sen_Leaf yellow, Sen_Leaf,

of 279 and 40 genes were found under the “developmental process”

and Sen_Petiole) showed 609 and 703 unique genes and 94 and

and “growth” subcategories.

126 common genes, induced and repressed, respectively. Sen_Leaf‐
yellow (vs. Sen_Leaf, Sen_Petiole) showed 375 and 324 unique genes
and five and one common genes, induced and repressed, respectively.

3.6

|

TF encoding genes

Sen_Leaf versus Sen_Petiole showed 361 and 302 induced and

Transcription factors represent the key molecular switches orchestrat-

repressed genes. In different pairwise combinations of stem‐related

ing the regulation of plant growth and developmental processes. In the

tissues (Ger_Plumule, Sed_Epicotyl, Veg_Stem, Rep_Stem, and

present study, a total of 2,169 TFs encoding genes were identified to

Sen_Stem), 2,492 and 2,324 uniquely induced and repressed genes

be differentially expressed. These 2,169 TFs could be categorized into

were identified. On the other hand, 18 and 19 commonly induced

at least 65 families. The largest number of transcription factor

and repressed genes in stem tissues were identified in the study. Sim-

encoding genes identified belong to the TF families: bHLH (157),

ilarly, pairwise combinations of root related tissues (Ger_Radicle,

MYB (111), WRKY (100), ERF (97), bZIP (96), MYB‐like (93), NAC

Sed_Primary root, Veg_Root, Rep_Root, and Sen_Root) identified

(88), GRAS (51), NF‐Y (40), C3H (44), MIKC (33), G2‐like (38), HSF

1,553 and 1,541 uniquely induced and repressed genes, whereas, 5

(35) Trihelix (35), followed by AP2 (29), E2F‐DP (29), GATA (27),

and 3 common genes were induced and repressed in root tissues.

TCP (25), HB (15), LOB (5), MADS (4), SET (1), and so forth. Based

Additionally, a unique set of DEGs were identified in specialized plant

on significant role of TFs, heatmaps representing important TF families

tissue combinations such as floral (782 induced and 435 repressed)

with relevant function in select tissues were generated. Heatmaps

and nodule (260 induced and 140 repressed) tissues. The DEGs

were generated for ERF, GRAS, NF‐Y, and Zinc finger TF families using

FIGURE 4 Gene ontology annotation of differentially expressed genes. Bar graph representing GO annotations of DEGs in three categories, (a)
biological processes, (b) molecular functions, and (c) cellular components [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Ger_Radicle, Sed_Primary root, Veg_Root, Rep_Root, Rep_Nodules,

hydrolase ILR1‐like 4 (Ca_02768, Ca_02769, Ca_14555, Ca_14553);

Sen_Root, and Sen_Nodules. Similarly, heatmaps were also generated

and glycosyl hydrolase family 10 (Ca_05649, Ca_05648), which are

for MYB and WRKY families using Ger_Embryo, Rep_Buds,

mainly involved in seed development process. This cluster of genes

Rep_Flower, Rep_Immature seeds, Rep_Pods, Sen_Immature seeds,

showed very low level of expression in Sen_Mature seeds tissue. Fur-

Sen_Mature seeds, and Sen_Seed coat. Heatmaps representing differ-

thermore, Clusters 1 and 20 comprises 830 and 272 genes showed

ential expression profiles of important transcription factor families in

highly induced expression in root and root related tissues such as

select tissues were depicted in Figure 5.

Ger_Radicle, Sed_Primary Root, Veg_Root, Rep_Root, Sen_Root,
Rep_Nodules, and Sen_Nodules. These clusters consisted of several
genes involved in root development process such as WRKY

3.7 | Expression trends across the different
developmental stages and identification of tissue‐
specific genes

(Ca_25078, Ca_08049, Ca_06163, Ca_10993, Ca_05204, Ca_03388,
Ca_18932, Ca_17759, Ca_00420) and MYB (Ca_09400, Ca_15309,
Ca_08598, Ca_19393, Ca_03266) families; glutathione S‐amino‐terminal domain (Ca_23113, Ca_14389, Ca_03442, Ca_08920, Ca_14581,

To study clusters of genes with similar expression trends across differ-

Ca_08920); AP2‐domain class TFs (Ca_08331, Ca_16397, Ca_06032,

ent developmental stages, K‐means clustering was performed on all

Ca_06034, Ca_21773); and LRR receptor‐like (Ca_00354, Ca_07956,

DEGs (15,947). Based on gene expression patterns of different genes,

Ca_22522, Ca_18543, Ca_15676, Ca_08906, Ca_08620, Ca_05106,

20 clusters (Cluster 1 to Cluster 20) were generated whose size

Ca_18898, Ca_17289, Ca_22105, Ca_22057, Ca_26423). Of the two

ranged from 2,428 to 168 genes. Eleven clusters (Clusters 1, 2, 3, 4,

clusters, predominant gene expression patterns for root development

8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 19, and 20) exhibited unique gene expression pro-

were observed in Cluster 20. Clusters 2 and 16 comprising of 234 and

files across various tissues studied. These clusters were further

653 genes showed highly induced expression in Rep_Nodules and

analysed for cluster‐specific biological functions. The results demon-

Sen_Nodules among all 27 tissues studied, displaying nodulation pref-

strated that Cluster 4 comprises 345 genes showed highly induced

erential gene expression. These clusters consisted of several nodula-

expression in Rep_Buds and Rep_Flowers, the representative floral tis-

tion‐specific genes including early nodulin‐like (Ca_14071, Ca_03324,

sues among 27 tissues studied indicating preferential gene expression

Ca_03325, Ca_27967, Ca_21379, Ca_19627, Ca_27967, Ca_21379);

in floral organs. This cluster consisted of several floral development‐

leghemoglobin

specific genes including LRR receptor‐like kinase (Ca_25115,

Ca_23593), nodulation inception (Ca_09832), and nodule cysteine‐rich

Lb120–1

(Ca_16113,

Ca_16084,

Ca_08383,

Ca_17807, Ca_10392, Ca_08597); pollen‐specific LRR (Ca_01511);

secreted peptide (Ca_25878; see corresponding gene annotations in

MADS‐box transcription factor (Ca_04909, Ca_12381, Ca_16424); flo-

Supporting Information—Table S3). Cluster 2 showed predominant

ral homeotic PMADS 2‐like (Ca_13111, Ca_03887); pollen family aller-

gene expression patterns for nodulation process when compared to

gen (Ca_12884); and AP2 domain class TFs (Ca_12218). Similarly,

Cluster 16. Clusters 8 and 10 comprising of 2,428 and 188 genes,

Cluster 19 included 279 genes showed induced expression in seed

respectively, showed induced expression specifically in Sen_Mature

and related tissues such as Rep_Immature seeds, Rep_Pods,

seeds. These clusters consisted of several seed development respon-

Sen_Immature seeds, and Sen_Seed coat. The genes clustered include

sive genes including AP2 domain (Ca_03239, Ca_20041, Ca_12465);

auxin signalling (Ca_03093, Ca_10007, Ca_10008); IAA‐amino acid

zinc finger (57) (Ca_09517, Ca_12029, Ca_22065, Ca_14069,

FIGURE 5 Expression profiles of important differentially expressed transcription factor (TFs) gene families in the select tissues. The unique gene
identifier (suffix XLOC) and corresponding reference gene loci for each TF family have been given on right side. The colour scale at the bottom
represents normalized expression values [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Ca_11259, Ca_06604); IAA family (Ca_03444, Ca_01754); heat shock

metabolism (17 genes), amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism

factors (17) (Ca_00542, Ca_18324, Ca_14692, Ca_12525, Ca_01654,

(32), biosynthesis of antibiotics (133), carbon fixation in photosyn-

Ca_06335, Ca_11271, Ca_16176, Ca_11875); and alpha amylase

thetic organisms (30), cysteine and methionine metabolism (37), galac-

(Ca_21106, Ca_10465). Cluster 11 comprising of 354 genes showed

tose metabolism (26), glycine, serine, and threonine metabolism (20),

induced expression leaf and petiole tissues (Veg_Leaf, Veg_Petiole,

glycolysis/gluconeogenesis (31), glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabo-

Rep_Leaf, Rep_Petiole, Sen_Leaf‐yellow, Sen_Leaf, Sen_Petiole).

lism (19), phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan biosynthesis (23),

These tissues consisted of several genes involved in leaf developmen-

purine metabolism (91), pyrimidine metabolism (35), pyruvate metabo-

tal process such as: Auxin responsive (Ca_06140, Ca_08294,

lism (32), starch and sucrose metabolism (55), and valine, leucine, and

ca_15089, Ca_17510, Ca_17504); TCP‐like (Ca_02473); NAC family

isoleucine degradation (19).

(Ca_18171); bHLH (Ca_04778); bZIP (Ca_22618); ERF (Ca_06673).

Glutamate is of central importance in plant N metabolism because

Additionally, Clusters 3 and 15 showed induced expression in aerial

all other amino acids biosynthesis requires this compound. Alanine,

tissues (leaf, stem, petiole, floral tissues, etc.) and repressed expression

aspartate, and glutamate metabolism pathway involved glutamine‐

in underground tissues such as roots and nodules across different

hydrolysing synthase (EC 6.3.5.4, EC 6.3.5.5) and glutaminase (EC

developmental stages. In summary, these clusters contain potential

3.5.1.2). Similarly, the sulphur‐containing amino acids are methionine

genes involved in organ (leaf, floral, seed, root, and nodules) develop-

and

mental process. The rest of the nine clusters, namely, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 13,

adenosyltransferase (EC 2.5.1.6), S‐methyltransferase (EC 2.1.1.14),

14, 17, and 18 did not exhibit any unique gene expression patterns

and S‐adenosylhomocysteine synthase (EC 3.3.1.1). These pathways

across tissues. Overall, cluster analysis and selected clusters showing

strongly indicated changes in gene expression during plant growth

distinct preferential gene expression patterns with respect to specific

and development. Especially, during early stages such as germination

tissues is depicted in Figure 6.

stage, starch, and sucrose metabolism plays important role. In the

cysteine.

Cysteine

and

methionine

metabolism

includes

present study, starch and sucrose metabolism pathway was identified

3.8 | Pathways triggered during plant growth and
development
Pathway analysis was performed to investigate pathways activated

as one of the major pathway involving endo‐1,4‐beta‐D‐glucanase
(EC 3.2.1.4), glycogenase (EC 3.2.1.1), endo‐1,3‐beta‐D‐glucosidase
(EC

3.2.1.39),

phosphorylase

(EC 2.4.1.1),

branching enzyme

(EC 2.4.1.18), and alpha‐glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.48).

during chickpea growth and developmental process. A total of 121

The importance of sulphate for plant growth, vigour leading to

pathways representing 640 enzymes involved in biosynthesis, metab-

increased crop yield and nutritional quality has clearly been recog-

olism, signalling, and cell differentiation were found to be activated.

nized, and the major sites of sulphur metabolism are the photo-

Major pathways activated are alanine, aspartate and glutamate

synthetic organs. In the present study, pathway analysis further

FIGURE 6 Cluster analysis depicting tissue‐specific gene expression across different developmental stages [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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revealed involvement of sulphur metabolism pathway that could be

developmental stages. Of the 26 genes described above, 17 genes

due to presence of photosynthetic organs such as leaf tissues, stems,

(Ca_04550, Ca_04551, Ca_04552, Ca_04555, Ca_04556, Ca_04557,

and petioles. This pathway involves nucleotidase (EC 3.1.3.7),

Ca_04558, Ca_04560, Ca_04561, Ca_04563, Ca_04564, Ca_04566,

sulphurtransferase (EC 2.8.1.1), synthase (EC 2.5.1.47), and kinase

Ca_04567, Ca_04568, Ca_04569, Ca_04570, and Ca_04571) showed

(EC 2.7.1.25). Details of pathways and the corresponding genes

differential gene expression in tissues studied across five develop-

identified are given in Supporting Information—Table 4 and

mental stages. Majority of these genes were found to be induced

Figure 7.

in root, flower, and seed tissues. Kale et al. (2015) identified a subset
of 12 common genes out of 26 genes using two different analysis,
namely, high density QTL mapping and gene enrichment analysis.

3.9 | Expression trends in the drought “QTL‐hotspot”
region

In the present study, nine genes (Ca_04561, Ca_04563, Ca_04564,
Ca_04566,

Ca_04567,

Ca_04568,

Ca_04569,

Ca_04570,

and

Ca_04571) among 17 differentially expressed genes represent the
To investigate the overall patterns of gene expression in the “QTL‐

subset of 12 genes. Among these nine, five genes encoding, E3

hotspot” region for drought tolerance present on Ca4 pseudomolecule

ubiquitin‐protein ligase RNF128‐like (Ca_04561), Calmodulin‐binding

in chickpea, 26 genes (15 “QTL‐hotspot_a” and 11 “QTL‐hotspot_b”)

motif (Ca_04563), LRR extension 2 (Ca_04564), kinase interacting

identified in the region from a different study were considered for

(KIP1‐like) family (Ca_04566), and homocycteine S‐methyltransferase

analysis (Kale et al., 2015). Major QTLs in this region were identified

(Ca_04569) are highly expressed in at least one of the five root tis-

for 11 traits such as root length density (cm/cm3), root dry weight/

sues studied. Similarly, six genes encoding E3 ubiquitin‐protein ligase

total plant dry weight ratio (%), shoot dry weight (g), plant height

RNF128‐like

(cm), primary branches, days to 50% flowering, days to maturity,

kinase interacting (KIP1‐like) family (Ca_04566), serine threonine‐

(Ca_04561),

pods/plant, 100‐seed weight (g), harvest index (%), and delta carbon

kinase

ratio. Gene expression patterns of the 26 candidate genes (identified

(Ca_04568), and homocycteine S‐methyltransferase (Ca_04569) are

by Kale et al., 2015) in select tissues specific for the traits of interest

highly expressed in both the flower tissues studied. Furthermore,

were analysed to ensure the role of key genes responsible for regula-

six

HT1‐like

genes

calmodulin‐binding

(Ca_04567),

encoding

E3

homocysteine

ubiquitin‐protein

motif

(Ca_04563),

S‐methyltransferase

ligase

RNF128‐like

tion of drought tolerance in chickpea. These tissues include all root,

(Ca_04561), kinase interacting (KIP1‐like) family (Ca_04566), serine

flower, and seed tissues (Ger_Radicle, Sed_Primary Root, Veg_Root,

threonine‐kinase HT1‐like (Ca_04567), homocysteine S‐methyltrans-

Rep_Root, Rep_Buds, Rep_Flower, Rep_Immature seeds, Rep_Pods,

ferase (Ca_04568), and vicilin 47 kDa (Ca_04570, Ca_04571) are

Sen_Root, Sen_Immature seeds, Sen_Mature seeds) at different

highly expressed in at least one of the four seed tissues studied.

FIGURE 7 Major pathways for the differentially expressed genes. The numbers on the chart indicates the total number of genes falling within
each pathway [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Of the nine genes, three genes (Ca_04561, Ca_04566, and

root tissues collected from ICC 4958 under stress and control condi-

Ca_04568) were common for all the tissues studied. Upregulation

tions at vegetative, reproductive, and senescence stages of the plant

of these genes in selected tissues (mentioned above) which were

using quantitative RT‐PCR (qRT‐PCR). Among the nine genes

specific for drought tolerance related traits revealed the important

analysed, six genes, Ca_04561, Ca_04564, Ca_04566, Ca_04567,

role of key candidates in flower, root, and seed developmental pro-

Ca_04568, and Ca_04569 showed induced expression under stress

cess under drought stress. An overview of gene expression profiles

conditions (Figure 8). Of all, Ca_04568, encoding for homocysteine

across different developmental stages highlighting Ca4 containing

S‐methyltransferase, showed high induced expression in all the three

“QTL‐hotspot” has been depicted in Circos plot and heatmap

root stress tissues (3.47, 7.12, and 11.15 fold change in vegetative,

(Figure 8).

reproductive, and senescence stages, respectively) when compared
with control tissues. Similarly, highly induced expression patterns in
one or more root stress tissues when compared with control tissues

3.10
Validation of candidate genes identified from
drought tolerance “QTL‐hotspot” region
|

at different developmental stages with respect to the genes studied
were observed as follows: Ca_04564 encoding for leucine‐rich repeat
extensin (LRX) 2 (0.91, 4.22, and 9.44 fold change), Ca_04561

For investigating expression patterns of the nine genes identified

encoding E3 ubiquitin‐protein ligase (1.44, 7.51, and 4.88 fold change),

within “QTL‐hotspot” region, gene expression profiling was done in

Ca_04567 encoding serine threonine‐kinase HT1‐like (2.09, 5.08, and

FIGURE 8 Expression profiles of genes studied under different developmental stages and differential expression of key candidate genes
identified in the “QTL‐hotspot” region. (a) Concentric circles in the Circos plot from outside to inside represent A = blue colour shows the
transcription factors, B = pink colour shows the expression of genes across germination stage, C = orange colour shows the expression of genes
across senescence stage, D = purple colour shows the expression of genes across reproductive stage, E = green colour—expression of genes across
vegetative stage, F = yellow colour—expression of genes across seedling stage, G = black colour—denotes DEGs across all possible tissue
combinations; (b) heatmap showing differential expression of 17 genes in the “QTL‐hotspot” region for drought tolerance on Ca4 pseudomolecule
of chickpea. The gene IDs are given on the right side and tissue ID is represented on the top. The colour scale at the top represents normalized
expression values of these genes in select tissues [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 9 Validation of gene expression patterns of 12 candidate genes from the “QTL‐hotspot” region in control and stressed root tissues of
ICC 4958 at vegetative, reproductive, and senescence stages using quantitative real time‐polymerase chain reaction [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
4.85 fold change) and Ca_04569 encoding type I inositol 1,4,5‐tris-

The RNA‐Seq data were analysed for global gene expression pat-

phosphate 5‐phosphatase CVP2 (2.88, 6.81, and 5.09 fold change),

terns, pairwise comparisons for identifying DEGs in all possible combi-

Ca_04567 encoding serine threonine‐kinase HT1‐like (2.09, 5.08, and

nations, gene clustering, and pathway analysis and also to identify key

4.85 fold change), and Ca_04566 encoding kinase interacting (KIP1‐

candidates from drought “QTL‐hotspot” region. The 32,873 genes

like) family (2.98, 2.19, and 2 fold change). These six genes showed

identified in the current global gene expression analysis is consider-

induced expression in vegetative, reproductive, and senescence stages

ably higher than the number of genes reported (28,269) in the chick-

root tissues under drought stress (Figure 9). Among these six, four

pea genome assembly by Varshney et al. (2013). This may be due to

genes encoding E3 ubiquitin‐protein ligase (Ca_04561), LRX 2

incomplete (approximately 74%) chickpea genome sequence available.

(Ca_04564), kinase interacting (KIP1‐like) family (Ca_04566), and

Significantly higher number of genes than the number of genes anno-

homocysteine S‐methyltransferase (Ca_04568) showed similar expres-

tated in the chickpea genome were also observed in earlier studies

sion patterns both in the present RNA‐Seq analysis and validation

(Garg et al., 2016). The comparison of the reference‐guided assembly

using qRT‐PCR.

with the available chickpea genome led to identification of 4,604
(14%) novel gene loci that are not yet annotated in the chickpea
genome. Overall, these results demonstrate the potential use of

4

|

DISCUSSION

RNA‐Seq approach in discovery of novel genes/transcripts in the
sequenced genomes as well. Similarly, novel genes were identified

Patterns of gene expression provide an excellent opportunity to

using RNA‐Seq in other crops such as maize (Stelpflug et al., 2016)

understand the molecular mechanisms controlling chickpea growth

and potato (Shan et al., 2013). Furthermore, these observations con-

and development. In this study, a comprehensive CaGEA was gener-

firm that the tissues and developmental stages used in this study trig-

ated using RNA‐Seq approach to study gene expression patterns

gered a majority of genes in the genome and provided a

across different tissues (27) and developmental stages (5) covering

comprehensive resource of genome‐wide gene expression patterns

entire life cycle of chickpea. This comprehensive dataset provided

in chickpea. Interestingly, hierarchical clustering of all expressed genes

valuable insights into gene expression and the functional relatedness

indicated shared transcriptional patterns among spatially related

of genes enhancing the present understanding of various genes

tissues across different developmental stages. This could be due to

involved in regulatory and metabolic process. Expression profiles from

shared genetic reinforcements and morphological origins (Eveland

these different tissues facilitated (a) mining of gene expression data of

et al., 2014; Thompson & Hake, 2009; Vollbrecht & Schmidt, 2009).

genes of interest, (b) identify expression patterns of genes exhibiting

Altogether, the data indicate that different samples exhibit

in specific tissues, and (c) providing gene expression data on important

divergent gene expression patterns at different developmental stages

biological process for legumes such as floral development, seed devel-

of the plant.

opment, root development, and nodulation process. Advances in

The RNA‐Seq data were further analysed for DEGs by pairwise

genomics research with advent of new tools and technologies facili-

combinations in different tissues across five developmental stages.

tated genomics assisted breeding (GAB) in many crops including

This facilitated identification of gene expression patterns in similar/

legumes (Varshney et al., 2013). Deployment of the CaGEA together

different tissues in one or more developmental stages of the plant.

with the developed genomic resources including chickpea genome

Several novel gene loci and clusters of genes identified in this study

sequence in crop improvement programmes would enhance the preci-

demonstrated and reinforced the utility of RNA‐Seq in genomics

sion and efficiency in breeding programs in chickpea.

research. The tissue‐specific genes involved in several biological
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processes, metabolic and cellular functions were found to be altered in

studying individual gene because such clusters collectively share a

different tissues studied. Most of the genes exhibited tissue or devel-

generalized function and are often located close to each other. For

opmental stage‐specific response. On the other hand, the highest

example, Cluster 4 in the present study comprises 345 genes and

number of differentially expressed genes was observed in different

are highly expressed in floral tissues. These include floral develop-

combinations of seed tissues. These results suggested the higher level

ment‐specific genes such as pollen‐specific LRR, MADS‐box transcrip-

of gene expression during seed developmental process at maturity.

tion factor, floral homeotic PMADS 2‐like, pollen family allergen, and

However, a significant number of differentially expressed genes were

AP2 domain class TFs. AP2 domains class TFs play an important role

also identified in flower tissue followed by roots and nodules. Tran-

in flower development including ovule development, floral organ initi-

scriptome analysis in soybean for seed set and size demonstrated

ation and growth, and petal development (Krizek, Prost, & Macias,

induced expression patterns at early seed developmental stages (Du

2000; Nole‐Wilson & Krizek, 2000). Similarly, genes in Cluster 2 are

et al., 2017) supporting the results of present study where induced

highly induced in nodule tissues. This cluster consisted of genes

gene expression patterns were observed during reproductive and

encoding for early nodulation such as leghemoglobin, nodulation

senescence stage tissues of the plant. Transcriptome studies con-

inception, and nodule cysteine‐rice secreted peptide. Early nodulation

ducted in diverse plant species have noted the enrichment of GO

such as transcripts were reported to be involved in nodulation events

terms and metabolic pathways related to growth and development.

of Medicago (Lohar et al., 2006). Similarly, major increase in expression

In the present study, accumulation of genes encoding enzymes

patterns of leghemoglobin gene family was observed in immature N‐

involved in growth and development was observed. For instance, the

fixing nodules. These genes were predicted to regulate other genes

genes involved in various metabolic pathways, cellular process, biolog-

in the network (Moreau et al., 2011). Similarly, overall analysis of

ical regulation, reproduction, transcription factor activity, cell, cell part,

RNA‐Seq data revealed a complex transcriptional network governing

and organelle were significantly differentially expressed. In addition, a

growth and development in chickpea. Extensive number of genes

significantly large number of genes falling under the subcategory

clustered together were observed in leaf tissues, stem, root, and

“response to stimulus” were observed. Several studies have reported

immature and mature seed tissues at different developmental

the regulation of growth and development‐related genes under vari-

stages of the plant.

ous developmental stages of the plant (Benedito et al., 2008;

Pathways involved in biosynthesis, metabolism, and cell signalling

Pazhamala et al., 2017; Severin et al., 2010; Stelpflug et al., 2016).

play a crucial role in plant growth and development. Enzymes involved

TFs such as protein kinases have been found to regulate the photo-

in alanine, aspartate, and glutamate metabolism pathway identified in

synthetic machinery and associated metabolic pathways during plant

the present study play a central role in N metabolism. Similar results

development (Gururani, Venkatesh, & Tran, 2015; Saibo, Lourenço, &

were observed in Arabidopsis and demonstrated the key role of Gluta-

Oliveira, 2008). In the current dataset, significant number of TFs were

mate in N metabolism (Miyashita & Good, 2008). Cysteine and methi-

identified to be differentially expressed. It has been previously reported

onine metabolism regulates plant growth and development and are

that TFs of various gene families perform a crucial function in growth

also involved in seed development process. Methionine is glucogenic

and development via gene regulatory networks (Garg, Bhattacharjee, &

and an essential amino acid. It serves as a precursor for the synthesis

Jain, 2015; Shinozaki & Yamaguchi‐Shinozaki, 2007). The members of

of cystine and cysteine which are non‐essential amino acids. Cystine

several well‐known TF families implicated in growth and development

and cysteine are interconvertible. S‐adenosylmethionine is the precur-

such as bZIP, GRF, and MYB were significantly differentially expressed

sor for the synthesis of plant hormone, ethylene, which regulates plant

suggesting an important role of plant TFs in growth and development

growth and development. It is reported that a member of this path-

of the plant. The TFs involved in various developmental processes, such

way, S‐adenosylmethionine, is the precursor for the synthesis of plant

as MADS‐box, ARF, homeobox, and TCP were also found in the present

hormone and ethylene, which is involved in ripening of fruits (Tan, Li,

study. Upregulation/downregulation of these TFs suggests their role in

& Wang, 2013). The acquisition of sulphur by plants has become a

developmental stage‐specific regulation of the plant. The role of homeo-

major concern for the agriculture due to the decreasing trends of

box TF family in regulation of stage‐specific tissues has been suggested

S‐emissions from industrial sources and the consequent limitation of

in previous studies (Kanrar, Bhattacharya, Arthur, Courtier, & Smith,

inputs from deposition. Cysteine is the first committed molecule in

2008; Jain, Tyagi, & Khurana, 2008).

plant metabolism that contains both sulphur and nitrogen, and the reg-

Gene cluster analysis revealed coregulated and functionally

ulation of its biosynthesis is of very important for the synthesis of a

related genes. Interestingly, gene clusters responsible for floral devel-

number of essential metabolites in plant metabolic pathways. Several

opment, leaf development, root development, nodulation process, and

studies reported that plants adapt inorganic sulphur and metabolize

immature and mature seed development were identified. Each of

it further to organic sulphur compounds essential for plant growth,

these clusters contain potential genes that govern organogenesis at

development, and stress mitigation (Kopriva et al., 2016). In the pres-

specific developmental stages of the plant. In addition, genes showing

ent study, sulphur metabolism has been identified as one of the impor-

clear demarcation in aerial and underground tissues were also

tant metabolic pathways triggered involving several enzymes such as

highlighted in the study. Similar approach was successfully demon-

nucleotidase, sulphur transferase, synthase, and kinase. Overall, path-

strated to uncover genes involved in complex networks such as floral

way analysis results suggest the involvement of complex transcrip-

development and seed development in legumes (Du et al., 2017;

tional regulation of various pathways governing many aspects of

Pazhamala et al., 2017). Studying cluster of genes involved in growth

growth and development of the plant. Integration of these tran-

and developmental process would be more informative rather than

scriptome data with other omics and genetics data can help in further
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selection and pin down the important candidate genes for functional

various aspects of growth and development. In summary, the gene

analysis.

expression atlas provides a robust assessment of gene expression pat-

In chickpea, drought tolerance mechanism and yield enhancement

terns across a wide developmental series of chickpea. The CaGEA

under drought conditions has been well studied (Kale et al., 2015;

facilitated identification of candidate genes of agronomic importance

Varshney et al., 2014). A large number of QTLs for several drought

for possible deployment in chickpea breeding programme. This has

tolerance related traits (e.g., root depth, root biomass, and root length

been demonstrated by identification of key candidates involved in flo-

density) and yield‐related traits (e.g., 100‐seed weight, pods per plant,

ral development, seed development, root development, and nodula-

and seeds per pod) were identified by Varshney et al. (2014). In this

tion

context, identification and validation of expression patterns of genes

Furthermore, this resource could also be utilized to identify and vali-

involved in root and seed development was considered in the present

date drought tolerance responsive genes crucial for GAB in chickpea.

study. WRKY (Ca_00420) and MYB (Ca_19393, Ca_03266); glutathi-

Thus, this could be a valuable resource for basic and applied research

one S‐amino‐terminal domain (Ca_03442, Ca_08920, Ca_14581,

for crop improvement in chickpea and other food legumes to under-

Ca_08920); AP2‐domain class TFs (Ca_06032, Ca_06034, Ca_21773);

stand key genes and genetic regulatory mechanisms involved in

and LRR receptor‐like (Ca_22105, Ca_22057, Ca_26423) showed

growth and development.

process

providing

potential

genes

for

future

studies.

increased expression in root tissues across different developmental
stages—Ger_Radicle,

Sed_Primary

Root,

Veg_Root,

Rep_Root,
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hence tissues representing flower, bud, seed, and root at different
developmental stages of the plant were studied. A subset of 12 genes
from these 26 genes that are in common from high density QTL mapping and gene enrichment analysis were prioritized (Kale et al., 2015).
Among the subset of 12 genes, nine genes showing high differential
expression in the present study were validated using qRT‐PCR. Four
genes, E3 ubiquitin‐protein ligase, LRX 2, kinase interacting (KIP1‐like)
family, and homocysteine S‐methyltransferase showed induced
expression in root tissues under stress conditions at different developmental stages (vegetative, reproductive, and senescence) thus validating the RNA‐Seq results emphasizing their important role in drought
tolerance mechanism. Similar expression patterns of genes were evidenced by Kale et al. (2015). The Ca_04561 gene encoding E3 ubiquitin‐protein ligase is known to be important post translational
modification to regulate growth and development in all eukaryotes
(Pokhilko et al., 2011; Thomann et al., 2005). LRX proteins are known
to modify cell wall composition and influence plant growth (Draeger
et al., 2015). Earlier studies demonstrated that protein kinases play a
crucial role in abiotic stresses such as drought and salinity (Yang
et al., 2008). Induced expression and the role of homocysteine S‐
methyltransferase under drought stress is well studied (Kale et al.,
2015; Mohammadi, Moieni, Hiraga, & Komatsu, 2012; Wang, Cai,
Xu, Wang, & Dai, 2016). The role of key genes in growth and development identified in the present study such as E3 ubiquitin‐protein
ligase, LRX, and protein kinases were supported by earlier studies in
different plant species such as Arabidopsis and rice (Draeger et al.,
2015; Pokhilko et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2016).
It has long been understood that cell growth and differentiation in
plants are under genetic control. The availability of new tools and
technologies allowed biologists to recognize genes that control
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